bulk materials handling
Improving efficiency of bulk
materials handling
identification of need
With consistently high levels of demand for their commodities,
mining industries such as iron ore, gold, copper and coal, are
under increasing pressure to deliver more in less time.
As UOW researcher, Professor Peter Wypych, an expert in bulk
materials handling says, “Bulk commodities are a huge part of
the Australian economy. To meet increasing demand, products
need to be handled harder, faster and safer than ever before.”
Understanding where and how to upgrade large-capacity
systems and thereby bolster efficiency has been a major
challenge for these businesses.

“While industry is dealing with a
larger volume of materials and
expected to have a faster turn
around, they also need a greater
capacity to meet these design
and operational needs,”
Prof Peter Wypych
Expert in Bulk Materials Handaling
University of Wollongong

Understanding where and how to upgrade large-capacity
systems and thereby bolster efficiency has been a major
challenge for these businesses.

Being able to predict the behaviour and movement of bulk
commodities as they make their passage from the point of
extraction, through transfers, chutes, conveyors, processing
plants, bins, stockpiles, trucks and trains up to their final
dispatch can help companies identify which elements of their
complex systems need improvement.
No traditional computer modelling system has had the
multi-variable ability to accurately simulate the journey of raw
materials through the supply chain.

The Solution

“Traditional models need to make too many assumptions and
cannot factor in the complexities of the ore materials and
various processing and handling operations,” Professor Wypych
said.
To solve this problem, University of Wollongong (UOW) BMEA
engineers, led by Professor Wypych, teamed up with UK-based
simulation software provider DEM Solutions Ltd (DEMSL). This
has resulted in the development of unique validated material
model calibration technology that includes dynamic testing
and full-scale DEMSL simulations of material properties and
flow. This technology revolutionises design for the reliable and
safe handling and supply of bulk commodities.
Professor Wypych used a gold mine case study in the USA to
illustrate the technology’s advanced capabilities. The new
technology platform calibrates real products and scenarios,
using mathematical equations and the principles of physics to
simulate properties and behaviour down to particle-level.
Because all relevant particle and bulk variables are factored
into the simulation, the new EDEM BulkSim code is capable of
more accurately predicting system shortfalls and identifying
why certain materials are getting stuck in critical parts of the
handling and processing operation.
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For some time, the commercial potential of DEM computer
simulations has been hampered by available computer power
limitations. To achieve an optimised calibration, thousands of
scenarios need to be taken into account. It can take months of
compute time to complete this task properly on a single
computer. In partnership with BMEA (UOW) and DEMSL,
Microsoft now provides access to high-level computing power.
Utilising the scalability of the cloud’s network of compute
nodes, the EDEM BulkSim platform uniquely enables use of
computational demanding model optimisation techniques
to produce high quality calibrated DEMSL material models
in a fraction of the time, compared with traditional manual
(trial-and-error) approaches.

Current Position

“With the new technology and collaborations, we are assisting
industry globally in the design and improvement of handling
and processing plants, including sustainable ports, export
terminals and mine expansions,” Professor Wypych explained.

The team is already deploying EDEM BulkSim for some of the
world’s biggest mining players.
“The group is currently working with companies in Australia,
Africa, USA and Canada on some major mining and export
terminal projects.” Professor Wypych said.
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“The cloud-based calibration service has now expedited a once laborious
process, meaning we can achieve validated simulations for design in a
fraction of the time,” Professor Wypych said.
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